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Get the latest gear wheels of War 3 cheats, codes, unlockables, hints, Easter eggs, glitches, tips, tricks, hacks, downloads, achievements, guides, FAQs, training, and more for xbox 360 (X360). CheatCodes.com all you need to win every game you play! Use the links above or scroll down to see all the Xbox 360 cheats
we have available for Gears of War 3. Ranking up faster when you're playing gears of War 3 go to a team death game to put in 35 live 8 rounds and you might want to try a private game because people might not want to play that long it will take about like 40 minutes but you'll have fun doing what you always want to do
and you might as well try to get some good luck medals you can do it remember it winners take all the losers falling and you win. Lambent Chicken When you play Act 1 Episode 2 there is a part where you see Prescott, after you clear the lambent stems you will see pipes on the right - do not shoot. Point to the pipes and
wait until Marcus says hail and then try the one on the other side and then start with the left and then on the left, right and left final, right and chichen will come out to shoot him, and it will get angry and your biggest fear will come I suggest you don't shoot him with a super charge and after his final form arises you can
reload and kill him. Note: If you're playing on crazy procced carefully! The ticker fight in Episode 2 Episode 4, after killing the locusts at the ticker pet store, will glow yellow on the wall, on the right, from the entrance. Interact with it and you'll see a small room full of locusts and 2 tickers. Old people everywhere! During
Marcus's dream about his father, stay close (or huddle) to Dom through the whole thing. During that time, Dom will tell Hugh (check the subtitles just in case) so, once the dream is over, you and your teammates will have Dom's beard. Same other gun when you get someone down but not out, find a gun you want to do
the execution with, then hold Y and before you start doing your execution, move your weapon to another gun. You did the execution with another gun. Also you should be live. We don't have cheats or codes for Gears of War 3 yet. If you have any unlockables please send them. Unlockable: Progress characters and COG
gear rating: Reach level 2. Get to level three. Get to level four. Animal Racer: Reach level 5. Dizzy Vulin: Reach level 7. Get to level 8. Get to level 10. Theron Garde: Reach level 12. Clayton Carmine: Reach level 14. Classic Dom: Reach level 17. Get to level 20. Classic Voice: Reach level 23. Grenedier Flame: Reach
level 26. Baird Classic: Reach level 30. Benjamin Carmine: Reach level 34. Get to level 39. Civilian Anya: Reach level 45. Victor Hoffman: Reach level 50. Hunter Elevator: Reach level 60. Anthony Carmine: Reach level 75. Unlockable Aaron Griffin: Like the Gears of War Facebook page to get a lock code for leather
multiplayer Aaron Griffin that can be redeemed on your system or Xbox.com. Alternatively, get the Big Gold Spender Medal by purchasing $300,000 in herd mode. Yor Prescott: Get the Allfathers silver medal by playing 200 games each in all six game modes. Classic Marcus: Get the veteran silver medal by playing 200
games. Golden Gear: Get the Bronze War Supporters Medal by playing in five Gears events. Golden Hunter: Get the Master Medal in Gold Weapons by getting 300 kills with all five weapons starting. Gold Miner: Get the gold rifleman medal by getting 300 kills with all three guns. Get the gold medic medal by reviving 150
teammates. Wild Theron Guard: Successfully complete animal mode for all difficulties. Sniper: Get the bronze medal head shot by getting 100 facial shots. Star Voice: Get the MVP gold medal by being MVP in 100 Games. Marcus Isn't Crazy: Successfully complete the campaign for any difficulty. Multi-smartphone
characters ride animal reach level 5. Flame Grenedier reaching level 26. The gold hunter got the Master In Arms gold medal. The gold miner received the gold rifleman's medal. Grenedier reaches level 39. Hunter to reach level 8. Hunter's up to level 60. Cantus got the gold medic's medal. Miner to level 3. Faraj Grandier
Is Up from Walmart. Code Cantor Wild Cow Amazon.com. Sniper got the bronze medal. The spray reaches level 20. The theron guard is reaching level 12. Weapons: Garish (static) artic camouflage (static) digital desert (static) desert camouflage (static) catalan cute (static) children play (static) blood (animation) electric
(animation) flower (static) haze (animation) Imulsion (animation) rainbow (animation) rainbow (animation) Animation) Rainbow (Animation) Rainbow (Animation) Pulse Team (Animation) Oil Slippery (Animation) Ocean (Animation) Thunderstorm (Animation) Distress Team (Animation) Metal Team (Animation) Tiger Stripe
(Static) Digital Jungle (Static) Tribal (Static) Urban Digital (Static) Beta Feat : Beta Checker Medal wear it proudly equipment. Complete one beta match to open permanently. Unlockable Avatar Awards Herd Shirt get the achievement Welcome to herd mode for hitting herd mode. Locust drone mask get the achievement
welcome to animal mode for hitting animal mode. Marcus' two-rag won the campaign with every difficulty. Executions of Rifle Lancer Execution: Get 200 kills with Lancer. Hammerburst Execution: Get 200 kills with Hammerburst. Retro Lancer Execution: Get 200 kills with a retro Lancer. Execution of a Jasher shotgun:
Get 200 kills with Gnasher. Sawn-off rifle execution: Get 200 kills with the sawn-off. Gorgon Gun Execution: Get 40 kills with Gorgon. Boltok Gun Execution: Get 40 kills with Boltok. Making boomshot: Get 40 kills with Boomshot. Exchanging Execution: Get 40 kills with a digger. Fetish's Execution: Get 40 kills with dawn's

hammer. Mulcher's execution: Get 40 kills with Mulcher. Making a Mortar: Get 40 killings with the mortar. Execution of one photograph: Get 40 kills with Oneshot. Fiery Execution: Get 40 kills with Scorcher. Making Torque Arc: Get 40 kills with a torque bow. Making slim chances: Get 40 kills with Longshot. Execution of
caliber: Get 40 kills with caliber. MVP of Movies: Highest points total for the game. First Blood: Earned the first kill of the round. First one to die in the round. The last person standing on your team. Won a sudden death debate. Clatz: Killed 3 or more as the last man to win the round. He never had a chance. Double: 2
quick kills in a row. The Triple: 3 quick kills in a row. Square: 4 quick kills in a row. Five quick kills in a row. Killed him opponent five times. Reward: Kill your nemesis. Quick Revenge: Revenge killed your last killer. Solid: More killing than deaths in the game. Postponed!: End your opponent's kill streak. Killing Spree:
Killed 5 opponents without dying. Rampage: Killed 10 opponents without dying. Unstoppable: Killed 15 opponents without dying. Undefeated: Killed 20 opponents without dying. God: Killed 25 opponents without dying. Trick Shot: Torque one rainbow head shot leading to a double kill. Hat trick: Scored 3 mug shots in a
row without dying. Mortar: Killed multiple opponents with a single mortar shot. Killing multiple opponents with one grenade. Grenade Hug: Killed an opponent after being marked. Star Sapper: Killed an opponent with a frag grenade planted from the opponent himself. Ole!: Grenade tagged retro charging opponent.
Boombardier: Killed multiple opponents with a single Boomshot explosion. Hail Mary: Bameshot kill over 60 meters. Kaboom:: Killed multiple opponents with a single-mantle shotgun explosion. Checkpoint: Stopped a retro charge with the peached shotgun. Lumberjack: Chainsaw 3 opponents in a row. Charge!: Retro
charged 3 opponents in a row. Military intelligence: 5 opponents identified end in killing. Not so fast: killing an opponent who executed a teammate. Negotiations are over: an adversarial head with a meat waf. Oscar Mike: Killed a roadie running opponent with a head shot. Writer: Killing an evasive opponent with a head
shot. Death from below: Killed an opponent with a grenade while being dropped. Death from transition: Killing an opponent after you died. Death from above: Killed multiple opponents with a single HOD explosion. Untouchable: Never caught playing as a leader. Led by example: killing 5 opponents as leader in the round.
Want something done: Conquer the enemy leader while playing as leader. Take the enemy leader. Secret Service: Rob the leader saves in the game. Rear Guard: Survived every round Vengeate: Killed your co-pilot's assassin. Hilltop: Killed 5 opponents out of the ring. Ring Breaker: Broke opposing ring 3 times in the
round. Ring King: Scored a ring 3 times in the round. Dead ringer: Won the round of KOTH by keeping out the opposing team. Eye on the prize: most points earned in the ring. Sacrifice: Broke the ring alone while DBNO. No, wait!: Kill an opponent while they're reloaded. Special Delivery: Killed an opponent with a bag
and a tick. No smoking: Killing an opponent with a smoke grenade. Never surrender: Come from defeat to win the game. Unlucky Bastard: The only player on your team to die in the round. Team player: Most assists in the game. Personal assistant: Assisted by 10 round kills. Medic: Revived 5 teammates in a round. So
close: Killed while recovering from the DBNO. Survivor: Set yourself up 5 times in a round. Methodical: 5 executions in a round. Stop the Thief: 5 kills stolen by others round. First fight: First kill in every round of play. The Last Word: The last kill of the game. Cleaner: Final kill every round of the game. Coup de Grace:
Final manslaughter with execution. Alert: Won a game with no deaths and 10+ kills. Part operator: The highest K/D ratio in the game. Tough guy: Lowest number of deaths in the game. Tough day: Most deaths in the game. Stay Down: More Downs than kills in the game. Executioner: Most executions in the game.
Evasion: Lease damage is taken in the game. Competitor: Most of the s melds hits in the game. Pacifist: Most of them are reviving than killing in a game. Spray and Prayer: Most blindness kills in the game. Most head killings kill in a game. Carmine's star: Most deaths in head footage in the game. Most grenades kill in a
game. Most guns kill in a game. Quick Clips: The most perfect active claims in the game. Obviously!: Most of her life in the game. Well protected: The most resurrected player in the game. Guys? Hello?: Most of the time down but not out in the game. Buttoned up: Spent most of the time covering. Under the Radar: Didn't
win any other movies in the game. Pop Goes Weasel: Blasted 3 enemies at once (ticker). Indigestion: Killed an enemy with a swallowed grenade (wild ticker). Monkey-Dog: Multiple enemies you shocked were killed (lame). Meatshop: Killed 4 enemies without dying (butcher). Shaman Group: Healed 4 team members at
once (Cantus). The Savior of the Group: Resurrected three group members at once (Cantus). The Pilger: Destroyed 5 fortifications in a round. Test Driver: Played as 5 different locusts in the round. Anti Hero: Killed 5 different heroes in the round. Ready for livers: Open the last line of locusts. Just in time: Complete the
wave with just one second left. Long Drag: Complete all 50 waves in one session. I made the most money in the wave. Combat Engineer: Worked on 5 fortifications in one deployment. Founder: Established COG Base. Gave $5,000 to teammates. Tour: On a ghost camera, spotted 3 Before they were rounded up.
Survived the wave but no killings. Phat Booty: Completed a wave challenge target. The last hope: survived the wave as the last of life. Come on without me, I've completed the wave as a dead man. High investment return: Killed 5 enemies with weapons you purchased. I got you: Revived all 4 members of the group in
one wave. Like a boss: survived a boss wave without going down or dying. Rope-a-drugs: Killed 3 enemies in a wave who attacked bait. Botanist: Shot 5 Lambent pods in the park. Mech Racer: Killed 10 enemies with Silverback. Killed five shrieks. Quick Kicker: Kick 5 little enemies. Pull: Killed an enemy erupting ground
in the air. Killed 3 Lamborghini head. Cut off five mutant arms to Bennett. Pork sticker: Retro charge 4 ex for one charge. Ace: Rob kills in arcade park. Holding a hand: In more than her life in an arcade park. Co-pilot: Most of the assists in arcade park. Reservoir: Most of the ammunition was taken in an arcade park.
Conservationist: The least ammunition was taken in an arcade park. Number 1: Earned the highest score in arcade park. Priority target: Highest score for a single kill in an arcade park. On Your Feet, Soldier: Arcade Park is complete without going down but not out. Comet Mutators: Get the Gold Shock Soldier Medal by
getting the first Blood Films X. Its effect is as you roadie run, you build energy until you ignite into a ball of fiery death. Influence an enemy to unleash your power. Instagib Scuffle: Get 200 kills with a wres lame animal mode. Its effect is that every scuffle you deliver is filled with explosive power. Super Reloaded: Get the
Master Bronze Medal up in arms by getting a bronze medal with all five weapons starting. Its effect is that all perfect active reloads will greatly increase the power of your weapon and double the size of its clip. Infinite Amam: Get 100 movies from a fighter engineer. Its effect is weapons start and guns never run out of
ammunition. Big Explosions: Get 100 Hail Mary movies. Its effect is that the radio of all explosions has grown to terrifying dimensions. No ammunition collection: locked from the start. His effect is that the reserves of ammunition have been exhausted. You must avenge weapons left on the battlefield. Enemy
Regeneration: Get the silver amateur medal by playing X Episodes in arcade mode. Its effect is non-Lambant enemies that resume health over time. Get 100 executioner movies. Its effect is that your health does not regenerate automatically, but any point of damage you face will cure you. Active Reload: Get the silver
active reload medal by getting 2,500 perfect active loads. Its effect is that any reload must be active reloading or your gun will get stuck. Friendly Fire: Successfully complete the campaign at 4-Player Co-op. Its effect is that your teammates are no longer protected from group fire. Big Head: Get the Horder Gold Medal by
completing the X In herd mode. Its effect is that everyone has the head (and other key features) inflated to comic dimensions. Pinata: Get the gold investor medal by earning $X animal mode. Its effect is special tokens drop from all kill; Collect them to earn points. Flower Blood: Get the silver king of the COG Medal by
earning X points in arcade mode. Its effect is all blood effects are replaced by beautiful flowers. Headless Chicken: Locked in from the beginning. Its effect is enemies attacking each other for a few seconds after they lose their heads. Laugh Strap: Successfully complete the regular arcade campaign, animal mode, herd
mode on occasional or higher difficulty. His effect is on every kill, you'll get some laughs. It's like a mother-rated sitcom. Weapon Unlockables All Golden Weapons (All Five Weapons Begins): Get the achievement equipment veteran (reach level 100 and win the game on any of the four Snowblind Map Pack maps) in
Gears of War 2. Chrome Gnasher: Successfully complete the campaign in all three Gears of War games. Chrome Hammerburst: Get the dirty feat, dirty herd (complete 10 waves in herd mode for every difficulty and map) in Gears Of War 2. Chrome Lancer: Get the feat don't hate the player (finish a game rated with the
highest score) in the gears of war. Chrome Retro Lancer: Get The Feat Of Control (complete 10 different Co-op episodes with Dominic Santiago for every difficulty) in Gears of War. Chrome Nasir-Off: Get every Gears of War achievement for your PC. Crimson Gnasher: Kill 10 enemies in the Deathmatch team. Crimson
Hammerbest: Survive all 12 waves in animal mode. Crimson Lancer Sign: 12 + 2 XBL Gold Card Promotion. Purple Retro Lancer: Survive the first 10 waves in herd mode. Crimson Nosor-Off: Successfully complete five arcade campaign episodes in Co-op mode. Hammerburst Gold and Lancer: Play during the first week
of the game launch (September 20, 2011 to September 27, 2011). For intermittently, these weapons carry gears of War 2 if you already had them. Gold Letter Shield Set (Gold with Red Highlights): Reach level 100 in the gears of War 3. Gold Mansur-Off: Get the commando feat gears of war. Black liquid metal (all five
opening weapons): Included with Gears Of War 3 season pass. White liquid metal/ivory (all five weapons begin): Exclusive to Epic employees or those who are close friends with Joe Graff. Onyx Gnasher: Get the Onyx Medal for Gnasher by getting 6,000 kills with Gnasher. Onyx Hammerburst: Get the Onyx Medal for
Hammerburst by getting 6,000 kills with Hammerburst. Onyx Lancer: Receive the Onyx Medal for Lancer by 6,000 kills with Lancer. Onyx Retro Lancer: Receive the Onyx Medal for retro Lancer by getting 6,000 kills with a retro Lancer. Unix Nosor-Off: Get the Onyx Medal for the Sawers by getting 6,000 kills with NosorOff. Team Insignia Hammerburst: Get the Veterans Gold Medal by playing 300 games. Lancer Symbols Team: Get the veteran silver medal by playing 200 games. Team Icons Retro Lancer: Get the veteran bronze medal by playing 100 games. Team Insignia Shotgun Set: Get the veteran Onyx medal by playing 400
games. Beta feat: The Burning Hammerbest complete one game by Sunday, April 24 to open permanently. Beta Feat: Burning Lancer complete one game during the week of April 25 to open permanently. Beta Feat: Burning a manic-off rifle complete one game during the week of May 2 to open permanently. Beta feat:
Burning Gnasher rifle complete one game during the week of May 9 to open permanently. Beta feat: T rushball cole open t rushball sound to play as Augustus Cole as he was before the day of his appearance - the legendary t rushball athlete known for his brutal, flamboyant style. Complete 50 matches in each game
type to open for beta period. To open permanently, complete 10 games like T rushball sound during the beta period. Beta feat: Coated in retro-lancer gold before the saw handlebar was deployed at the start of the locust-man war, the original Lancer assault rifle was a large permanent blade. Complete 90 matches in each
game type to open for beta period. To open permanently, score 100 kills with a retro gold-plated lancer during the beta period. We don't have Easter eggs for the sea reel wheels of War 3 yet. If you have any unlockables please send them. We don't have any glitches for war 3 gears yet. If you have any unlockables
please send them. Marcus Achievement List, it's your dad's (5 points) progress prologue story (regular or arcade). Swimming \' in glowing sauce (10 points) story progression in episode 1 episode 2 (regular or arcade). We hit the gold, son! (10 points) Story Progress in Chapter 1 Chapter 3 (Standard or Arcade). My
territory! Cougars Territory! (10 points) Story Progress in Chapter 1 Chapter 5 (Standard or Arcade). To put it scientifically... (10 points) Story Progress in Chapter 1 Chapter 6 (Standard or Arcade). Okay, now we find Hoffman (10 points) story progression in episode 2 episode 1 (regular or arcade). Oh yes, it's pirate time
(10 points) story progression in episode 2 episode 5 (regular or arcade). Thanks for flying GasBag Airways (10 points) progress story in episode 2 episode 7 (regular or arcade). Gate Anvil's Last Resort (10 points) Progress Story in Episode 3 Episode 1 (Regular or Arcade). Was that good for you? (10 points) Story
Progress in Chapter 3 Episode 2 (Standard or Arcade). Lost your good discount driver (10 points) story progress in act 3 3 (regular or arcade). Brothers to the End (10 Points) Progress story in episode 3 episode 5 (regular or arcade). Think you can handle it? (10 points) Story Progress in Chapter 4 Episode 3 (Standard
or Arcade). Baird's favorite type of TV (10 points) story progression in episode 4 episode 5 (regular or arcade). Welcome to the -redacted- (10-point) story progression in episode 4 episode 6 (regular or arcade). Look at this, instant summer. (10 points) Story Progress in Chapter 5 Episode 2 (Standard or Arcade). Okay,
Fairy. Yes. Got it. (10 points) Story progression in chapter 5 episode 5 (regular or arcade). You're dead! Now stay dead! (10 points) Story Progress in Chapter 5 Episode 6 (Standard or Arcade). Ready for more (50 points) to complete all campaign actions on casual or normal difficulty (standard or arcade). Ain't my first
rodeo (50 points) complete all campaign actions on hardcore difficulty (regular or arcade). It's just crazy (75 points) to complete all campaign actions on crazy difficulty (regular or arcade). Collector (5 points) recover 5 campaign collectibles (any difficulty, regular or arcade). Rat pack (10 points) restore 20 campaign
collectibles (any difficulty, regular or arcade). Hamster (15 points) recover all 42 campaign collectibles (any difficulty, regular or arcade). Remember the fallen (15 points) and recover all 15 COG tags during the campaign (any difficulty, regular or arcade). My Gears colleagues (50 points) complete all Co-op campaign
operations (any difficulty, regular or arcade). We're the few, we're a happy few... (50 points) complete all campaign actions in 4 Co-op player (any difficulty, regular or arcade). Level 5 (5 points) reach level 5. Level 10 (10 points) reach level 10. Level 15 (15 points) reach level 15. Level 25 (25 points) reach level 25. Level
50 (50 points) reach level 50. A judge, jury and executioner (10 points) get a kill with every possible finishing move (in any situation). Wngence Locust Wngence (10 points) get a kill with each locust monster in animal mode (any difficulty). Enriched and timed (10 points) Complete all 50 waves of Horde mode (any
difficulty, any map). It's all about the loot! (25 points) earn the bronze medal \Botsana \. All for one, one for all (10 points) to earn the bronze medal\power multiplier. First among equals (25 points) earn silver \number 1 / medal. Award-winning tactics (25 points) earn at least one Onyx medal. Earnest 3.0 (100 points) reach
level 100 and earn every Onyx medal. Welcome against (10 points) kill 10 enemies in the team deathmatch game (regular or casual). Tray vs. Samar (10 points) complete one game of all six game modes versus (normal or casual). Welcome to herd mode (10 points) and survive the first 10 waves of herd mode (any
difficulty, any map). Welcome to Animal Mode (10 points) to survive all 12 waves of animal mode (any difficulty, any map). Welcome to No Arcade (10 points) complete 5 episodes arcade campaign in co-operative (any difficulty). Welcome to the big leagues (0 points) to showcase your casual vs multiplayer skill. Wait,
what time is it? (10 points) earn the maximum sequence adjustment bonus versus multiplayer (regular or casual). Lambency (50 points) perform an Epic employee, or someone who already has Lambency, in compared to multiplayer (in any situation). The high society (70 points) earn the Onyx/War Supporter/Medal.
Respect for the dead (5 points - secret) Your respect for the dead earned you access to Griffin's Special Weapon Stash. Achievements herd command package this hammer time! (50) Reach level 4 fortifications in the command center of a herd. Kill Locusts (as boss) (100) defeat a boss wave as 5 onyx guards (hardcore
difficulty). Places to see, destroy people (25) host a private animal game with a side of 5 players on each map and herd command package (any difficulty). Host with the most (25) host a private herd game with a group of 5 players on each map pack herd command (any difficulty). What does this button do? (50) Get 500
Silverback rocket kills in download (every map, every difficulty). Difficulty).
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